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■ Swiveling operation panel
Swiveling function reduce the operator's
burden and enhanced user friendly.

■ Y-axis stroke

120mm
（±60mm）

Mill ing speed of Y-axis is 
improved. 
Y-axis stroke is longer than 
the former model and enable 
various operation.

NT nurse

Luck-bei Ⅱ

Air back

NT work navigator

15"color LCD display is standard

CF
Slot

USB
port

■Milling speed

6,000min-1

Y-axis (Standard)/
Milling function

Enhanced machine rigidity and stability 
improved turning performance.
Overwhelming heavy cutting performance 
is possible with 9mm maximum cutting 
depth and 4.95mm2 cutting area.

■Maximum cutting depth

9mm

Scraping work from the period of automatic hydraulic lathe is
important technique for high-quality slide guide unit.

All Nakamura-tome machine with box-way slide are equipped with the fitting slide-way.

Traditional fitting slide-way and high rigidity box-way slide structure enables
heavy cutting performance and stable cutting accuracy.

Traditional fitting slide-way



Maximum Cutting length 1,135mm

NC tailstock is specified its position by 
program according to work length. The 
thrust is also set by NT soft quill pusher. 
Automatic type(Quill type) is available.
※NC steady rest is not available.

■NC tailstock
NC steady rest is specified its position 
by program.  Flexure deformation is 
minimized by supporting works near the 
machining point. 
※NC tailstock is not available.

■NC steady rest + Automatic Tailstock
NC Mata-Bei can be used for various 
operation as Transfer, Supporting long 
sha f t machin ing, O.D. Turn ing with 
tension, and so on.Machining is completed 
from raw material to finished parts in one 
machine.

■NC Mata-Bei(R side sub spindle)

Rich package lineups

Larger working area with 
more compact body than 
former model.
In limited space, maximum 
machining performence is 
possible.

■Machine Dimension

Axis travel range

※Automatic tail stock (Knock type)
＋NC steady rest

Steady rest stroke

Quill stroke
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